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In the last two decades a number of nuclear structure and astrophysics experiments were performed at
heavy-ion storage rings employing unique experimental conditions offered by such machines. Further-
more, building on the experience gained at the two facilities presently in operation, several new storage
ring projects were launched worldwide. This contribution is intended to provide a brief review of the fast
growing field of nuclear structure and astrophysics research at storage rings.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Ion storage rings offer unique experimental conditions for pre-
cision experiments with stable and – if coupled to radioactive
beam facilities – also with exotic nuclei. The research potential is
enormous which was demonstrated in the last years by a number
of successful experiments. Presently, there are two such machines
in operation, namely the experimental storage ring (ESR) [1] at GSI
[2] and the cooler-storage ring (CSRe) [3] at IMP [4]. Several new
storage ring facilities are being constructed or are in a planning
phase.
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Owing to the ultra-high vacuum in the order of
10�10—10�12 mbar, exotic nuclides can be stored for extended peri-
ods of time reaching – dependent on the nuclear half-lives, atomic
charge states and kinetic energy – several hours [5].

The most important capability of storage rings is beam cooling,
which allows the reduction of the energy spread of the stored ions
induced, for instance, by the production reaction process, the inter-
action with internal targets, or due to recoiling in a decay [6]. Sto-
chastic [7] and electron [8] cooling techniques are applied which
enable beams with the highest phase-space density. For electron
cooled beams, the momentum spread of stored ions dp=p is deter-
mined by the equilibrium between the Coulomb interactions with
cold electrons in the cooler device and the intra-beam scattering
[9]. The latter increases rapidly with increasing beam intensity
and the atomic charge state of the ions. A momentum spread of
dp=p � 10�5 is achievable for 107 fully-ionised 238U92+ ions, which
is reduced by an order of magnitude for a few 103 stored ions. At
even smaller numbers of stored ions a ‘‘phase transition’’ occurs,
at which the intra-beam scattering is ‘‘switched off’’ and so-called
‘‘crystalline beams’’ with dp=p of a few 10�7 are observed [10,11].
For a large initial velocity spread, the electron cooling can take
up to a few minutes. However, if the stochastic pre-cooling, which
is capable of reducing the momentum spread quickly to
dp=p � 10�4, is applied prior to the electron cooling, then the over-
all cooling time can be reduced to a few seconds [12]. Thus, cooled
beams of radioactive ions with half-lives in the order of one second
or longer can be prepared. Recently, laser cooling [13], pioneered in
the test storage ring (TSR) in Heidelberg [14], was successfully
demonstrated in the ESR with stored relativistic carbon ions [15–
17].

For in-ring reaction experiments (see Section 3.3), internal tar-
gets can be used [18]. Normally gas or cluster targets are employed
[19,20]. A wide range of gases like H2, d, 3He, 4He, Ar, Xe, CH4, etc.
can be utilised. The targets have small dimensions of less than 10
mm at the interaction zone and are very thin having thicknesses
of up to 1015 atoms/cm2. This enables a very high angular and en-
ergy resolution in reaction measurements and access to measure-
ments at very low momentum transfer where low energy recoil
particles need to be detected [21,22]. Furthermore, such targets
are windowless, which is essential since no corrections are needed
to subtract the background from the interactions in windows.
Although the targets are thin, relatively high luminosities are ob-
tained owing to high revolution frequencies of the ions in a ring,
which are typically 105–106 Hz. Assuming a stored beam with a
moderate intensity of 105 ions, a luminosity of 1025–1026/cm2 s
can be achieved. We note that densities in excess of 1014 atoms/
cm2 can be achieved by using droplet targets, which, however, af-
fects the excellent properties of the cooled beams [23].

Heavy-ion storage rings are typically high-acceptance devices
which allow for storing many different nuclear species at the
same time. This is successfully used in in-ring mass measure-
ments (see Section 3.1), where by measuring the revolution
frequencies of the ions of interest and by comparing them to
the revolution frequencies of nuclides with well-known masses,
the unknown masses can accurately be determined [24]. Often a
single ion is sufficient to obtain its mass, which is essential if
measurements of very exotic nuclei with small production rates
are considered [25].

Another application of the large storage acceptance of the rings
is the possibility to study radioactive decays [26] (see Section 3.2).
Since the mass of an ion is changed after its decay, the revolution
frequency is changed as well. Therefore, time- and frequency-re-
solved current measurements in a ring enable precision life-time
and branching ratio measurements. The latter are also possible
with single stored ions [5]. A unique feature is the possibility to
unambiguously monitor the charge state of the stored ions during
the entire measurement time. This is important for decay studies of
highly-charged ions, like, for instance, fully-ionised, hydrogen- (H-
like), helium- (He-like), or lithium-like (Li-like) ions.

Storage rings can be used as synchrotrons to accelerate or decel-
erate stored beams to a required energy [27]. This capability turns
out to be essential for nuclear reaction studies with internal tar-
gets. A striking example are the nuclear astrophysics measure-
ments that can be performed directly in the Gamow window of
the corresponding astrophysical process. Stored highly-charged
radionuclides can presently be slowed down at the ESR only. The
available beam energies are from about 400 MeV/u – typical injec-
tion energy – down to about 4 MeV/u. The latter is the extraction
energy towards the external HITRAP setup [28]. Stored and cooled
exotic beams in the energy range of a few MeV/u will also be avail-
able once the storage ring project [29] at ISOLDE [30] at CERN, Gen-
eva is realised. By coupling the CRYRING to the ESR – the
CRYRING@ESR project [31] – beams of highly-charged ions with
energies as low as several tens of keV/u will be available. The con-
struction of the high-energy storage ring (HESR) at the future FAIR
in Germany and the realisation of the HIAF project in China, will
enable stored ion beams with energies up to 5 GeV/u or even high-
er [32].

In this contribution we briefly review nuclear physics experi-
ments at the present ESR and CSRe storage rings and sketch the
new storage ring projects being pursued in the world.
2. Existing heavy-ion storage ring facilities

The only operating ion storage ring facilities are located at GSI
and IMP [33]. At GSI, the radioactive ion beam facility is a combi-
nation of the high-energy heavy-ion synchrotron SIS [34], the in-
flight fragment separator FRS [35], and the cooler-storage ring
ESR [1]. The facility is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Here,
the intense beams of any stable isotope from protons up to ura-
nium can be accelerated by the SIS to a maximum magnetic rigid-
ity of Bq ¼ mvc=q ¼ 18 Tm, where B is the applied magnetic field,
q;m=q and v are the bending radius, the mass-over-charge ratio
and the velocity of the accelerated particles, respectively, while c
is the relativistic Lorentz factor. Relativistic fragments with ener-
gies of several hundreds of MeV/u are produced mainly through
fragmentation of primary beam projectiles in thick production tar-
gets. In the case of uranium primary beams also projectile fission is
used for the production of neutron-rich nuclei. Typically beryllium
targets with thicknesses of 1–8 g/cm2 are employed. Secondary
beams are separated in flight in the FRS within about 150 ns and
are then injected into the ESR. The maximal magnetic rigidity of
the ESR is 10 Tm. Dependent on the specific experimental require-
ments, cocktail or clean mono-isotopic beams can be prepared
with the FRS by employing magnetic rigidity ðBqÞ analysis and
atomic energy loss ðDEÞ in specially shaped solid state degraders.
Cocktail beams are ideally suited for the in-ring mass measure-
ments [24], whereas pure mono-isotopic beams are often needed
for lifetime determination or reaction studies. The only significant
disadvantage of the FRS-ESR facility is the low injection efficiency
into the ESR, which is of the order of a few percents [38].

Exotic nuclei can also be produced in the direct transfer line
connecting SIS and ESR, see Fig. 1, by installing a production target
in the stripper-foil station. The separation from inevitable contam-
inants is achieved inside the storage ring [39]. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3. If required a pure mono-isotopic or – dependent on the exci-
tation energy – even a pure mono-isomeric beam can be prepared
in the ESR owing to the high resolving power achievable with elec-
tron-cooled beams. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the heavier of
two A ¼ 140 isobars – separated in energy by merely 3.4 MeV – is
removed from the ESR [41].
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the radioactive beam facility at the IMP in Lanzhou [3,40].
Primary beams are accelerated by the synchrotron CSRm, fast extracted and focused
on the production target in front of the in-flight fragment separator RIBLL2.
Projectile fragments are separated in the RIBLL2 and injected and stored in the
storage ring CSRe. Revolution frequencies of the electron-cooled ions can be
measured using the Schottky pick-up. If the CSRe is tuned into the isochronous ion-
optical mode then the revolution frequencies can be obtained also for uncooled
particles by using dedicated time-of-flight detectors. Adopted from [3].
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A similar scheme is realised at IMP, where the high energy part
of the facility consists of the synchrotron CSRm, which is coupled
to the storage ring CSRe via the in-flight separator RIBLL2. The
facility is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 [40]. As in the case of
SIS-FRS-ESR, the primary beams extracted from the CSRm are
fragmented in a beryllium production target in front of RIBLL2,
separated in flight and are injected into the CSRe. The CSRe has a
mean circumference of 128.8 m and a maximal magnetic rigidity
of 8.4 Tm. An advantageous difference of the CSRe in comparison
to the ESR is that it has two longer straight sections which allow
for more flexibility in designing reaction experiments and provide
more space for detector setups. Several experiments are being con-
sidered in the CSRe which will profit from these properties.

Major parameters of the CSRe and ESR storage rings are listed in
Table 1.
3. Nuclear physics experiments

3.1. High-precision mass measurements

In-ring mass measurements of exotic nuclei were pioneered in
the 1990s at GSI [42–44], and are now conducted at both, ESR
and CSRe storage rings. For ions stored in a storage ring holds
the following relationship, which connects the relative revolution
frequencies (f) or revolution times (t) of the circulating ions to
their relative mass-over-charge ratios (m/q) and velocities (v)
[24,45]:

Df
f
¼ �Dt

t
¼ �ap

Dðm=qÞ
m=q

þ ð1� apc2ÞDv
v ; ð1Þ

where ap is the momentum compaction factor, which characterises
the relative variation of the orbit length of stored particles per rel-
ative variation of their magnetic rigidity. The ap ¼ �1=c2

t is nearly
constant over the entire revolution frequency acceptance of the
storage ring, and ct is the so-called transition point of a ring [24].

Eq. (1) is the basic equation for storage ring mass spectrometry.
In order to determine m=q values of the ions, one needs to measure
their revolution frequencies or alternatively revolution times. The
second term on the right hand side affects the achievable mass
resolving power and has to be made as small as possible. There
are two ways to achieve the latter [24]. The first one is to reduce
Dv=v by applying beam cooling. The revolution frequencies are
determined from Fourier transformed noise using a non-destruc-
tive Schottky pick-up installed in the ring aperture, on which the
ions revolving in the ring induce periodic mirror charges [50]. This
is the basis of the so-called Schottky mass spectrometry (SMS). The
second method is to tune the ring into the isochronous ion-optical
setting and inject the ions with energies corresponding to c ¼ ct .



Fig. 3. Time-resolved Schottky frequency spectra illustrating the preparation of a
Li-like 234Pa88+ beam in the ESR. The y-axis denotes the time after injection and the
x-axis the revolution frequency of the stored ions, which for cooled ions reflects
directly the mass-over-charge ratios m=q of the ions. The radionuclides were
produced in a production target inserted in the stripper-foil station of the direct
transport line. A long waiting time was necessary in this experiment to breed the Li-
like 234Pa88+ beam via atomic electron capture on He-like 234Pa89+ ions in the
electron cooler. The arrow indicates the moving of the beam of interest onto the
central orbit of the ESR by ramping the ESR magnets. After the insertion of
mechanical scrapers, the isotopes 232Th87+, 237U89+, 234Pa88+ and 231Th87+ (left to
right) remained in the ring. Further cleaning of the Li-like 237U89+ beam, although
feasible, was not required in this experiment. Adopted from [39].

Fig. 4. Time-resolved Schottky frequency spectra of stored and cooled H-like
140Pr58+ ions and bare 140Ce58+ nuclei. These isobars are separated in energy by
3.4 MeV. The heavier isobaric component is removed by inserting a scraper inside
the ESR aperture. The corresponding time is indicated by the arrow. Adopted from
[41].
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This is the basis of the so-called isochronous mass spectrometry
(IMS) [42,46,47]. In this case the velocity spread of the ions is
compensated by the lengths of the closed orbits inside the ring
and the revolution frequencies are a direct measure of the mass-
over-charge ratios of the ions. In the IMS, the revolution times
can be measured by a dedicated timing detector [48,49].

The IMS does not require beam cooling and is thus ideally sui-
ted for mass measurements of the shortest-lived nuclides. The nu-
clide with the shortest half-live measured by the IMS is the
isomeric state observed in 133Sb nuclide at an excitation energy
of E� ¼ 4:56ð10ÞMeV [51,52]. The half-life of this isomer in neutral
atoms is Tatom
1=2 ¼ 16:54ð19Þ ls [53]. However, due to the fact that

bare Sb nuclei were stored in the ESR, all decay modes involving
bound electrons were disabled [54] and a half-life in the order of
10 ms is expected [52].

Storage ring mass spectrometry together with cocktail beams
offered by the corresponding separators, enables broadband inves-
tigations of many tens of nuclear species in a single measured
spectrum. For instance a single spectrum in the isochronous mode
covers Dðm=qÞ=ðm=qÞ � 13% [46]. A part of the revolution time
spectrum of 58Ni projectiles addressed by the IMS at CSRe [57,58]
is illustrated in the upper insert of Fig. 6. Many nuclei with previ-
ously unknown (roman) and known (italic) masses are simulta-
neously measured. The nuclides with known masses provide an
in situ calibration of the revolution time/frequency spectra.

Storage ring mass spectrometry is an extremely sensitive tech-
nique. Often a single stored ion is sufficient to determine its mass
with high accuracy. One example of such a measurement is illus-
trated in Fig. 6, where a Schottky frequency spectrum of stored
238U projectile fragments is shown in the lower insert [61]. The fre-
quency peak at about 125 kHz corresponds to a single 208Hg nu-
cleus which was seen once as a H-like ion within a two-weeks
long experiment. Furthermore, six new isotopes have been discov-
ered in the ESR together with their mass and half-life measure-
ments. They are indicated with white asterisks on the chart of
the nuclides in Fig. 6.

The sensitivity of the SMS to single stored ions can be used to
resolve low-lying isomeric states, which could otherwise not be re-
solved. Fig. 5 illustrates the discovery of a long-lived isomeric state
with an excitation energy of E� ¼ 103ð12Þ keV in the neutron-defi-
cient 125Ce nuclide [69]. Combined with the capability of storage
rings to cover a wide range of different nuclides in one frequency
spectrum, the single ion sensitivity can be used for a broadband
search of nuclear isomers on the chart of the nuclides. For instance,
a region of neutron-rich nuclei around 188Hf is predicted to exhibit
isomers with exceptional properties [70–72]. It was recently
mapped using SMS [64,73–75].

The harvest of masses obtained for the first time via storage ring
mass spectrometry is illustrated on the chart of the nuclides in
Fig. 6. The achieved relative mass accuracy spans from a few
10�7 (SMS) to 10�6–5 � 10�7 (IMS). The new masses enabled
numerous investigations of nuclear structure and astrophysics



Table 1
Some major parameters of the ESR and CSRe storage rings [1,40].

ESR CSRe

Circumference (m) 108.4 128.8
Maximal magnetic rigidity Bqmax (Tm) 10.0 8.40
Electron cooling (ion energy) (MeV/u) 4–430 25–400
Stochastic cooling (ion energy) (MeV/u) 400 –
Transition point ct (isochronous mode) 1.41 1.40
Transition point ct (standard mode) 2.29 2.629
Acceptance for cooled ions Dðm=qÞ=ðm=qÞ ±1.5% ±1.3%

Revolution frequency difference [kHz]
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Fig. 5. Schottky frequency spectra of two measurements in the ESR of single stored
fully-ionised 125Ce58+ ions in the isomeric (upper panel) and ground (lower panel)
states. The frequency peak of 69Ge32+ ions can be used as a reference. The frequency
difference between the two single 125Ce ions corresponds to the isomeric excitation
energy of E� ¼ 103ð12Þ keV. Taken from [69].
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questions which are not possible to cover within this review. For
more details, the reader is referred to Refs. [24,37,76–78] and ref-
erences cited therein.
3.2. Decay studies of highly-charged radionuclides

With the FRS-ESR, it became possible to produce unstable,
highly-charged ions and to inject them into a storage ring [44].
Here, owing to the ultra-high vacuum, the high atomic-charge
states can be preserved and constantly monitored for extended
periods of time sufficient to study decay properties of such
highly-charged ions [5,79]. Interest in such investigations is many-
fold: a straightforward example is that highly-charged ions enable
one to study the influence of bound electrons on the radioactive
decays. Here the bare or H-like heavy ions represent well-defined
quantum–mechanical systems in which the corrections due to
otherwise many bound electrons are removed. Obvious examples
are the decays of fully-ionised atoms in which the decays involving
electrons are just disabled [54,80]. Furthermore, new decay modes
– strongly suppressed or disabled in neutral atoms – can open up.
Another motivation for such studies are the nucleosynthesis pro-
cesses in stars, where the involved nuclides are usually highly-
charged due to high temperatures and high densities of the corre-
sponding environments.
We focus here on the studies of weak decays. Using p, n, e�, e+

and me to indicate the proton, neutron, electron, positron and elec-
tron neutrino, respectively, the latter can be summarised as:

pþ e�b ! nþ me orbital electron captureðECÞ; ð2Þ
p! nþ eþ þ me continuum bþ decay ðbþc Þ; ð3Þ
n! pþ e� þ �me continuum b� decay ðb�c Þ; ð4Þ
nþ me ! pþ e�b bound-state b� decay ðb�b Þ: ð5Þ

In the decay the mass-over-charge ratio changes which inevitably
leads to a change of the revolution frequency in the ring between
parent and daughter ions. In the two-body b-decays (2) and (5),
the charge state is not altered and the frequency change is small
and directly reflects the decay Q-value. In the three-body decays
(3) and (4) the charge is modified as well which results in a much
bigger frequency change.

In case that the frequencies of both, the parent and the daughter
ions lie within the storage acceptance of the ring, they can be ad-
dressed by the time-resolved SMS [26]. An example is illustrated
in Fig. 7, where the daughter H-like 175W73+ ions are populated
via EC and bþc decays of respectively He-like 175W73+ and H-like
175Re74+ parent ions.

Particle detectors inserted into the ring aperture after a dipole
magnet can be employed to detect daughter ions if their orbits
lie outside the ring acceptance. In such case, the beam of parent
ions, the intensity of which is monitored by the SMS, circulates
undisturbed on the central orbit of the ring and the created daugh-
ter ions are deflected by the magnet and are intercepted by the
detector. In both cases a redundant measurement is achieved in
which the decay curve of the parent ions and the growth curve
of the daughter ions are simultaneously measured (see Fig. 8).

Several exciting experimental results have been obtained at the
ESR. The bound-state b�b decay was experimentally discovered in
fully-ionised 163Dy atoms. Neutral 163Dy atoms are stable but de-
cay with T1=2 ¼ 33 days if stripped off all bound electrons [81]. This
measurement led to a determination of the temperature in the s-
process and set an upper limit for the mass of the electron neu-
trino. Another example is the b�b decay of 187Re75+ nuclei [82]. Neu-
tral 187Re atoms decay with T1=2 ¼ 42 � 109 years to 187Os atoms.
The decay energy Qb�c

¼ 2:7 keV is the smallest known Qb�c
value

[53]. However, the bare 187Re nuclei decay by merely
T1=2ð187Re75þÞ ¼ 33ð2Þ years, which is by more than 9 orders of
magnitude shorter than the half-life of neutral atoms. Being a pure
r-process nucleus 187Re shields 187Os, which can thus not be pro-
duced in the r-process. Therefore, owing to the long half-life of
187Re, it was suggested to use the 187Re/187Os pair as a cosmic clock
to determine the age of the Universe. Since 187Re can be present in
different charge states during the galactic evolution, the much fas-
ter b�b -decay has to be taken into account [83].

In recent experiments, b�b =b
�
c ratios could be measured for the

first time in neutron-rich nuclei. Such ratios are analogous to the
EC=bþc ratios measured on the neutron-deficient side and can be
used to test the b-decay theory [84,85]. Decays of bare 206Tl81+,
207Tl81+ [86] and 205Hg80+ [87] have been studied. Except for a
slight deviation in the latter case, the decay rates can well be de-
scribed by using standard b-decay calculations.

Measurements of allowed 1þ ! 0þ Gamow–Teller EC-decay of
H- and He-like 140Pr and 142Pm ions yielded a striking result
[88,89]. The EC-decay rates in H-like ions turned out to be about
50% larger than in the corresponding He-like ions, though the num-
ber of the bound electrons is reduced from two to one. This coun-
terintuitive effect could be explained if the total angular
momentum of nucleus plus lepton system is considered [92–94].
Dependent on the spin-parities of the parent and daughter nuclei
as well as on the magnetic moment of the former, the allowed
EC-decay can be disabled in H-like ions though a bound electron



Fig. 6. The chart of the nuclides illustrating nuclides whose masses were measured by storage ring mass spectrometry at ESR and CSRe, and those which could be determined
by using literature Q-values of proton and a-decays. Only the ground-state masses obtained for the first time are considered. The white area indicates the nuclides with
known masses according to the atomic mass evaluation AME’12 [53]. The grey area with dashed-line borders indicates the range of nuclides which can be addressed by
storage ring mass spectrometry at the present ESR and CSRe [55]. The outer white region with solid-line borders is the area of nuclides that will become accessible at the
future FAIR facility; the goal of the ILIMA proposal [22,36,56]. The masses stemming from SMS and IMS are indicated by blue and red colours, respectively. The data on masses
addressed by SMS are from [38,59–64] and by IMS are from [47,57,58,65–68]. The upper insert shows a part of the revolution time spectrum of 58Ni projectile fragments
measured by IMS in the CSRe. Taken from [57]. The lower insert illustrates a 10 kHz part of a Schottky frequency spectrum of neutron-rich 238U projectile fragments. A single
H-like 208Hg79+ ion was seen only once in a two-weeks long experiment. Taken from Ref. [61].
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Fig. 7. Time-resolved Schottky frequency spectra of stored isobars with A ¼ 175. Three H-like 175W73+ ions are created in radioactive decays in the ESR. One ion is produced in
the EC decay of a single He-like (He-like) 175W73+ ion at about 3 min after injection. The other two ions are created in three-body bþc -decay of two out of a few stored H-like
175Re74+ ions at about 2 and 10 min after the injection. Taken from [5].
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is present [90,95]. The first attempt to confirm this was done by
studying the decay of highly-charged 122I ions [91].

Another, yet unexplained but broadly discussed in literature, ef-
fect of the EC-decay studies of H-like 140Pr and 142Pm ions in the
ESR is the observed 7 s modulation superimposed on the exponen-
tial decay curve [96,97].
3.3. In-ring nuclear reactions

First in-ring nuclear reaction studies were conducted in the last
few years in the ESR.

The first example is the proton capture reaction measurement
relevant for the p-process of nucleosynthesis. The favoured sites



Fig. 8. Schematic view of the EXL setup recently used for reaction experiments at the ESR [108]. For details see text.
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for the p-process are the explosively burning O / Ne layers in the
type-II Supernovae and the explosive carbon burning in the type-
Ia Supernovae, which last for about 1 s and can be characterised
by high temperatures of 2–3 � 109 K and densities of about 106 g/
cm3 [98,99]. The astrophysical p-process involves about 2000 nu-
clei connected by more than 20,000 reactions, mainly ðc;nÞ; ðc; pÞ
or ðc;aÞ. However, only a handful of experimental data for stable
isotopes has been determined in the Gamow window of the p-pro-
cess so far.

Storage rings offer the possibility to address capture reactions
on unstable ion beams. The proof-of-principle experiment address-
ing a proton capture reaction relevant for the astrophysical p-pro-
cess was performed in 2009 [100]. A primary beam of 96

44Ru
projectiles was fully-striped of electrons in an 11 mg/cm2 carbon
foil placed in the SIS-ESR transfer line. The fully-ionised atoms
were injected at 100 MeV/u, stored, electron cooled and deceler-
ated to 9, 10 or 11 MeV/u. About 5 � 106 96Ru44+ ions were stored
and cooled at the final energy. Taking into account the revolution
frequency of about 500 kHz and the thickness of the H2 target of
about 1013 atoms/cm2, a luminosity of about 2.5 � 1025/cm2 s is
achieved. The main reaction channel in the target is the atomic
electron pick-up (REC) from the target atoms which is accompa-
nied by an emission of an X-ray [101]. Moreover, the charge state
of 96Ru ions is changed from 44+ to 43+ and the 96Ru43+ ions can be
detected by particle detectors inside the first dipole magnet down-
stream of the gas-jet target (see Fig. 1). Since the K-shell REC cross
sections are known to about 5%, the X-rays detected in coincidence
with 96Ru43+ ions provide an in situ measurement of the luminos-
ity. The nuclear reaction products of ðp; cÞ; ðp;nÞ and ðp;aÞ reac-
tions, the 97Rh45+, 96Rh45+ and 93Tc43+ ions, respectively, are bent
to inside orbits by the dipole magnet and are detected by position
sensitive double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSD). The DSSDs
are installed in air in vacuum pockets separated from the ring vac-
uum by a 25 lm stainless steel window. The measured 96Ru(p,c)97-

Rh cross-section at 10 MeV/u was determined to be 3.6(5) mbarn.
Unfortunately, the daughter ions with energies of below

10 MeV/u were stopped in the vacuum window and the gas in
front of the DSSD, which did not allow the measurements directly
in the Gamow window of the p-process. Further investigations of
ðp; cÞ as well as ða; cÞ reactions are proposed for the ESR [102].

The second example addresses the physics of X-ray bursters.
Astrophysical X-ray bursts have been interpreted as being gener-
ated by thermonuclear explosions in the atmosphere of an accret-
ing neutron star in a close binary system [103]. In between the
bursts, energy is generated at a constant rate by the hot CNO cycle
driven by the in-flow of hydrogen and helium material from the
less evolved companion star. The 15Oða; cÞ19Ne reaction is a
probable candidate for a breakout reaction from the CNO cycle,
which then fuels the rp-process. The latter can result in the produc-
tion of neutron-deficient nuclei, possibly up to Sn–Sb elements
[104]. The 15Oða; cÞ19Ne reaction rate controls the conditions for
the ignition of the X-ray burst. This is a resonant reaction, in which
the key resonance is at Er ¼ 504 keV, corresponding to a 3=2þ state
at an excitation energy of 4.033 MeV in 19Ne. This state decays pre-
dominantly by c-decay, and a very weak a-decay branch of about
10�4 was predicted to exist [105]. The latter is the key quantity
which determines the resonance strength and which has to be ver-
ified experimentally.

Now, a proof of principle experiment has been proposed [106]
and conducted in the ESR in October 2012 addressing the popula-
tion of the key 4.033 MeV state in 19Ne via the ðp; dÞ reaction on
stable 20Ne nuclei. Fully-ionised 20Ne10+ atoms were stored and
cooled in the ESR at 50 MeV/u. A hydrogen gas-jet target with a
density of 1013 atoms/cm2 has been employed. A DSSD detector
was inserted on the inner side of the ESR 50 cm downstream of
the interaction point. This detector was used to measure the ener-
gies of the emitted deuterons. A good energy resolution could be
achieved online. The decay products of the 19Ne⁄ ions, 19Ne10+ or
15O8+ ions, after a-decay, were detected with a PIN-diode detector
[107] mounted on the outside of the ESR about 8 m downstream of
the interaction point.

In an ideal case, for each detected deuteron corresponding to
the populated 4.033 MeV state in 19Ne⁄, a 19Ne10+ or 15O8+ ion shall
be detected in coincidence. We note that this is the first transfer
reaction ever measured in a storage ring. The data analysis is in
progress.

Another example concerns the light-ion induced direct reac-
tions. Such reactions, like for example elastic and inelastic scatter-
ing, transfer, charge-exchange, or knock-out reactions, have been
shown in the past, for the case of stable nuclei, to be powerful tools
for obtaining nuclear structure information. In the last two decades
they have also been used for the investigation of exotic nuclei with
radioactive beams in inverse kinematics. In particular, it turned out
that in many cases essential nuclear structure information is de-
duced from high-resolution measurements at low momentum
transfer. For the case of inverse kinematics experiments with
radioactive beams, such measurements can be favourably per-
formed with radioactive beams, stored and cooled in storage rings,
and interacting with thin internal gas-jet targets. This technique
enables, due to the thin windowless targets and the beam cooling,
to perform high resolution measurements, even for very slow tar-
get-like recoil particles, obtained from reactions at low momentum
transfer with reasonable luminosity by profiting from the accumu-
lation and recirculation of the radioactive beams [21,22].



Fig. 9. Low-energy DR spectrum of the radioisotope 234Pa88+ taken 5 min after
injection [115]. The 234Pa isomers have decayed predominantly by b-emission. The
remaining 234Pa ions are in their nuclear and hyperfine ground states. The spectrum
was obtained with about 2–3 � 104 stored ions. The energy calibration is
preliminary. Taken from [115].
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The full potential of this new technique for nuclear structure
and nuclear astrophysics studies in the region far off stability will
only be available once the experimental conditions provided by the
future FAIR facility with high intensity exotic beams from the new
fragment separator Super-FRS (see Section 4.4.2) have been rea-
lised [22]. Nevertheless, pioneering proof-of-principle experiments
started recently at the ESR employing stable 58Ni and radioactive
56Ni beams. Interactions of these beams with internal hydrogen
and helium gas-jet targets were used to study the experimental
conditions for reaction experiments in the environment of a stor-
age ring. The angular distribution for elastic proton scattering from
the doubly-magic 56Ni was measured in order to obtain a deeper
insight into the structure of this nucleus, which is of high interest
from the nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics points of view.
It should be pointed out that this experiment was, even on a world-
wide scale, the first of this kind performed with a radioactive
beam.

Within the last years a dedicated innovative experimental setup
was designed and constructed for these experiments on the basis
of the results obtained within the R&D investigations for the EXL
project [22]. The setup (see Fig. 8) consists of a UHV-compatible
detector chamber which allows for installing, besides the internal
gas jet target, UHV-compatible detectors for target-like reaction
products in a relatively large angular range, as well as the neces-
sary infrastructure for performing direct reaction experiments. At
present, two detector units, one consisting of a telescope of a DSSD
with an active area of 64 � 64 mm2, and two 6.5 mm thick Si(Li)
detectors, and the other of only one DSSD were installed and used
for first measurements. It is noted that the DSSDs were used as ac-
tive windows, separating the UHV from an auxiliary vacuum in a
vacuum sealed pocket, in which additional Si(Li) detectors, as well
as all cabling for the readout of DSSDs and Si(Li)s were housed
[109]. In addition, the Si(Li)s were cooled during bake-out of the
whole setup, as well as during operation. In order to reach the nec-
essary angular resolution required by the experiment, a remotely-
controlled moveable aperture was placed in front of the target. The
beam-like reaction products were detected in coincidence with the
recoil particles by the PIN diode detector [107] used also in the
20Ne experiment.

A 56Ni beam with an intensity of about 7 � 104 particles per spill
was produced by fragmentation of 58Ni projectiles in the FRS and
then injected at an energy of 400 MeV/u into the ESR. After sto-
chastic cooling, bunching and stacking [110] a stored and cooled
beam of about 5 � 106 56Ni ions was available, which resulted – tak-
ing into account the density of the H2 target of about 2 � 1013 -
atoms/cm2 – in a peak luminosity of about 2 � 1026/cm2 s. The
data analysis is in progress. Preliminary results on the elastic and
inelastic proton scattering from 56Ni can be found in [108].

3.4. Dielectronic recombination on exotic nuclei

A comparatively new approach to perform isotope shift (IS) and
hyperfine splitting experiments of stable and artificially synthes-
ised radioisotopes as well as lifetime measurements of long-lived
nuclear isomeric states relies on the atomic resonant electron cap-
ture process of dielectronic recombination (DR) [39,111–115]. In
DR, free electrons with matching kinetic energy are captured reso-
nantly with simultaneous excitation of an already bound electron
resulting in a doubly excited autoionising atomic configuration.
At storage rings, DR is studied with great success, high resolution,
precision and sensitivity at an electron cooler or a dedicated co-
propagating (merged-beams) free-electron target [114,116,117].
The relative velocity of electrons and the circulating ion beam is
tuned in very fine energy steps thus scanning a particular energy
range. If the resulting relative collision energy matches the reso-
nance condition an enhanced number of recombination reaction
products, that is, ions with an extra electron, can be registered in
the particle detectors in the bending arcs of the storage ring. DR
is an important atomic collision mechanism that is present in all
kinds of plasmas and that is of particular importance in the
highly-ionised matter dominating in astrophysics [117,118]. For a
current review about the application of DR as a spectroscopic tool
see [114].

In the last decade, the DR has also been applied for the study of
nuclear properties such as nuclear charge radii, nuclear spins and
nuclear magnetic moments. The high sensitivity of the DR tech-
nique allows for experiments with as few as 102 to 103 stored par-
ticles and is thus ideally suited for the investigation of artificially
produced radioisotopes. In the latter case, a lower limit for the life-
time of the isotopes is given, due to the time needed to store and
cool the ions, that is, roughly 5 s. Although at first sight the resolu-
tion is considerably worse than in optical and/or laser isotope shift
experiments, for heavy ions a decisive advantage arises from the
free choice of charge-state for the nucleus under investigation. In
doing so one can tailor the electronic configuration to the needs
of the experiment, for DR-IS investigations a highly-charged ion
with simple atomic structure is usually preferred. For heavy ions
the many-electrons present for atoms or low-ionisation states in
laser experiments lead to some ambiguity in the interpretation of
the high-quality measurements. The present workhorses in DR
are ions with Li-like atomic configuration. For such three-electron
ions the theoretical description of the spectroscopic data with re-
spect to nuclear properties can be performed on a full QED level,
hence allowing for a clear interpretation that is unbiased from
atomic many-body effects [119]. Early DR-IS experiments were still
performed with ions of rather complex electronic structure
(207Pb53+/208Pb53+) [111], but paved the way for the soon-after
transition to ions with Li-like configurations. Such studies with sta-
ble three-electron isotopes were performed at the TSR storage ring
in Heidelberg on the hyperfine splitting of 45Sc21+ [112] and at the
ESR at GSI where nuclear volume shift studies of the Nd-isotope
couple 142Nd57+/150Nd57+ were performed [113].

A major breakthrough was achieved at the ESR with the first
studies of DR on artificially in-flight synthesised radioisotopes such
as 237U89+ and 234Pa88+ [39,114,115,120]. The latter isotope is a
very interesting case since it possesses a low-energy isomeric level
at 73.92 + x keV with a half-life of 1.17 min that decays predomi-
nantly by beta-emission [53]. This condition renders 234Pa88+ an
ideal candidate for pilot experiments on DR-IS experiments with
nuclear isomers since the presence of the isomer can be indepen-
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dently monitored via counting of its decay daughters with a parti-
cle detector on the inside of the storage ring [114,115].

Recently, the production of 234Pa88+, the verification of its iso-
meric state in the stored samples and the taking of first DR spec-
tra were successful at the ESR (see Fig. 9). Potential signatures of
the isomer were found in the DR spectra and can be verified in a
comparison with a DR spectrum taken after 5 min when the iso-
mer is fully depopulated (see Fig. 9). The evaluation of the data is
still in progress but already the first online results are very prom-
ising [115]. The monitoring of the DR resonance intensity pro-
vides an alternate means to study the decay of beam
composites that cannot be disentangled otherwise [114]. For
example, the method was applied to study atomic metastable
states and hyperfine induced decays [121,122]. Similarly, the iso-
meric decay of long-lived isomers can be addressed even with nu-
clear excitation energies too low to investigate with the majority
of other approaches. For sure, the most interesting case here is
the so-called ‘nuclear clock’ isomer in 229Th with 7.8 eV nuclear
excitation energy connected by an M1 transition to the nuclear
ground-state. The wealth of 229Th physics cases and applications
is enormous [123]: amongst others as a clock with 19 decimal
places precision [124,125], as an ideal test-bed of fundamental
symmetries [126], or as a primary candidate for a nuclear laser
[127]. Such studies on 229Th are envisaged at the present GSI
installations or at the upcoming new facilities of the FAIR project
[115].
4. Future storage ring facilities

4.1. Rare-RI Ring project

A novel storage-ring project, the ‘‘Rare-RI Ring’’, was started at
the RIKEN RI Beam Factory (RIBF), aiming at precision mass mea-
surements of exotic nuclei, in particular, in the vicinity of the r-
process path [128,129]. The latter is believed to be responsible
for the synthesis of approximately half of all nuclides heavier than
iron.

The Rare-RI Ring is a device specially designed for performing
isochronous mass measurements on single exotic nuclei, which
have extremely short lifetimes (down to �1 ms) as well as extre-
mely low production rates (�1 count/day). The radioactive nuc-
lides produced at the fragment separator BigRIPS [130] will be
identified in-flight on a particle-by-particle basis using position,
timing and energy-loss detectors. The nuclides of interest will then
be injected one-by-one into the storage ring by using a specially
developed fast-response kicker system. The ring will be set into
the isochronous ion-optical mode with a tuning accuracy in the or-
der of DB=B ’ 10�6. Fig. 10 shows the beam line layout (upper pa-
nel) and a photograph (lower panel) of the Rare RI-Ring. The details
of the technique and the presently achieved parameters can be
found in a dedicated contribution to this volume [131].

In the Rare-RI Ring IMS measurements, the mass-over-charge
ratio of a stored ion will be determined from the revolution time,
which will be measured by the fast timing plastic scintillation
counters located up- and downstream of the storage ring. A time
resolution of better than Dt=t ’ 10�6 (storage time t � 1 ms) is
envisioned. Thanks to the excellent performance of the BigRIPS
separator, a precision velocity measurements can also be per-
formed with an accuracy in the order of Dv=v ’ 10�4. Combined
with the event-by-event velocity correction, the high-precision
revolution time measurements will enable the determination of
the masses of short-lived nuclei with a relative mass accuracy in
the order of Dm=m ’ 10�6. The experiment is designed such that
a single synthesised ion should be sufficient for its accurate mass
measurement.
4.2. Storage ring at HIE-ISOLDE

Recently a project has been initiated to couple a storage ring to
the HIE-ISOLDE facility [132] at CERN. An important distinctive
feature of this project is that the ion beams will be produced by
the Isotope Separation On-Line (ISOL) method, whereas both of
the existing storage ring facilities are based on the in-flight produc-
tion of secondary beams at high energies. This offers advantages in
terms of the beam intensity for a large number of elements and the
beam quality. Moreover, the existing and planned post-accelera-
tion schemes can deliver high-quality ISOL beams right at the re-
quired energies, which circumvents the long slowing down times
required for the relativistic ion beams.

The test storage ring (TSR) [133], which operation was stopped
at the Max-Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg [134]
in 2012, is perfectly suited for this purpose. The physics scope of
this instrument includes nuclear physics, nuclear astrophysics
and atomic physics, with several experiments that can only be
done there. Examples of the proposed experiments include the
measurement of the half-life of 7Be in a H-like state, which is of
importance for the models of the Sun, nuclear structure studies
far from stability through nuclear reactions and decay of ions cir-
culating in the ring, research on nuclear isomers, etc. Also sug-
gested are investigations on nuclear ground-state properties of
exotic nuclei via the hyperfine effects on the atomic levels, which
can be probed with an unprecedented resolution using dielectronic
recombination. The physics motivations are elaborated in detail
within an extensive Technical Design Report published recently
[29]. The project has received a skeleton approval by the CERN Re-
search Board, that in August 2012 has also given a one-year man-
date to a working group for an integration study of the TSR into the
CERN infrastructure.

4.3. CRYRING at ESR

The Stockholm CRYRING is an immensely successful ion storage
ring, which has enabled seminal research contributions in atomic
and molecular physics for many years. As part of the Swedish con-
tribution to FAIR, the CRYRING was transported to GSI. It is planned
to reassemble the CRYRING in the coming two years (see Fig. 1)
[31,135]. With the combination of the ESR and the CRYRING a un-
ique facility will be created, which provides cooled, highly-charged
ion beams at low energies. Thus stored and cooled highly-charged
ions up to fully-ionised uranium will be available at GSI in the wide
energy range from about 400 MeV/u down to 4 MeV/u in the ESR
and then down to a few tens of keV/u in the CRYRING. Moreover,
the CRYRING can operate independently with its own ion source.
Thus, CRYRING is excellently suited as a test bench for testing tech-
nologies and instruments developed for FAIR during the planned
shutdown and reconstruction periods of the GSI accelerator
infrastructure.

The CRYRING coupled to the ESR is a powerful scientific instru-
ment for research with cooled, highly-charged stable as well as
exotic nuclides. For atomic physics, the low-energy highly-charged
ion beams colliding with electrons and atoms of internal electron
or gas targets will be used as a sensitive spectroscopic tool for
the investigation of ionisation, recombination, excitation, and res-
onant scattering. It will also enable a range of experiments in nu-
clear and astrophysics as well as at the border between atomic
and nuclear physics. One example of the latter is the search for
the long-predicted Nuclear Excitation by Electron Capture process
[136], which is a resonant free electron capture into a bound atom-
ic orbital accompanied by the simultaneous excitation of the nu-
cleus. This is the exact inverse of the decay of nuclear states by
Internal Conversion (IC) [137]. So far, no experimental evidence
has been reported for NEEC.



Fig. 10. Rare RI-Ring built at the RIBF. The upper panel shows the beam line layout from the SHARAQ spectrometer to the storage ring, and the lower panel shows a photo of
the Rare RI-Ring taken in March, 2013.
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The combination of the ESR and the CRYRING is ideally suited
for investigations of astrophysical capture reactions. The p-process
Gamow window for capture reactions on nuclei in the tin region at
T9 ¼ 2—3 is EGamow ¼ 1:8—4:5 MeV for proton- and 5.3–10.3 MeV
for a-induced reactions, which are perfectly within the energy
range of the CRYRING [138,139]. These experiments, however, re-
quire the installation of particle detectors inside the ultra-high
vacuum of the ring. The development of the corresponding detec-
tors is ongoing. Furthermore, reactions of interest for the rp-pro-
cess might be possible to address. Last but not least, also a wide
range of nuclear reaction measurements profiting from cooled
low-energy radioactive beams is planned in a programme that is
complementary to the studies envisioned by the EXL collaboration
at higher beam energies (see Section 4.4.2).

4.4. Storage rings at FAIR

A complex of several storage rings is planned at the future FAIR
facility which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 11.

It is proposed to extend the existing GSI facility by adding the
heavy-ion synchrotrons SIS-100 and SIS-300, a two-stage large-
acceptance superconducting fragment separator Super-FRS [140]
and a dedicated complex of storage rings, the Collector Ring (CR),
the Recuperated Experimental Storage Ring (RESR), the New Exper-
imental Storage Ring (NESR), and the high-energy storage ring
(HESR) [141].

It is envisioned that secondary beam intensities will be supe-
rior by about 4 orders of magnitude compared to those presently
available. The exotic nuclei separated in-flight by the Super-FRS
will be stochastically pre-cooled in the CR and transported via
RESR to the NESR or HESR for in-ring experiments. However, FAIR
will be realised in stages, which are defined by the Modularised
Start Version of FAIR (MSV) [142]. The RESR and NESR rings are
not part of the MSV and shall be constructed at a significantly la-
ter stage. Due to the MSV, the facility design was modified to en-
able its operation also without these rings. One of the
consequences was that the present ESR will stay in operation un-
til it is replaced by the NESR. In addition, see Fig. 1, the CRYRING,
which was moved from Stockholm University to GSI, will be in-
stalled behind the ESR [31]. A beam line connecting the Super-
FRS via CR with the ESR is envisaged as an extension of the
MSV of FAIR. If constructed, it will be possible to study the most
exotic nuclei provided by the Super-FRS also with detection set-
ups at the ESR-CRYRING. The experimental conditions at FAIR will
substantially improve qualitatively and quantitatively the re-
search potential on the physics of exotic nuclei, and will allow
for exploring new regions in the chart of the nuclides, of high
interest for nuclear structure and astrophysics. Several scientific



Fig. 11. A schematic view of the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research in Darmstadt. The present GSI facility consisting of the UNILAC, SIS, FRS and ESR is shown together
with the location of the CRYRING which is presently being reassembled.
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programmes are put forward at FAIR and are discussed in the
following.

4.4.1. ILIMA: Isomeric beams, LIfetimes and MAsses
The ILIMA project is based on the successful mass and half-life

measurements at the present ESR. The key facility here will be the
CR, which is particularly designed for conducting IMS measure-
ments [143]. The ion-optical matching of the Super-FRS and the
CR will provide a close to unity transmission of the secondary
beams. The CR will be equipped with two time-of-flight (ToF)
detectors installed in one of the straight sections, which will enable
in-ring velocity measurement of each particle. The latter is indis-
pensable for correction of the non-isochronicity (see [36,144]).
Employing the novel resonant Schottky detectors [145] will enable
simultaneous broad-band mapping of nuclear masses and lifetimes
by the SMS technique. In addition, heavy-ion detectors will be in-
stalled after dipole magnets in the CR. The mass surface that will
become accessible in the CR is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the small-
est production rate of one stored ion per day is assumed.

In addition to the experiments in the CR, there are plans to use
the CRYRING and the HESR. It is proposed to search for the NEEC
process in the former, whereas the accumulation scheme in the lat-
ter will be used to achieve high intensities of long-lived highly-
charged radionuclides. One striking example to be addressed is
the measurement of the bound-state b--decay of 205Tl [146] (pre-
dicted T1=2 � 1 year), which is important for solar neutrino physics
and astrophysics.

4.4.2. EXL: EXotic nuclei studied in Light-ion induced reactions at the
NESR storage ring

The objective of the EXL-project, is to capitalise on light-ion in-
duced direct reactions in inverse kinematics [21,22]. Due to their
spin–isospin selectivity, light-ion induced direct reactions at inter-
mediate to high energies are an indispensable tool in nuclear struc-
ture investigations. For many cases of direct reactions the essential
nuclear structure information is deduced from high-resolution
measurements at low-momentum transfer (q). This is in particular
true for example for the investigation of nuclear matter distribu-
tions by elastic proton scattering at low q, for the investigation of
giant monopole resonances by inelastic scattering at low q, and
for the investigation of Gamow–Teller transitions by charge ex-
change reactions at low q. Because of the conditions of inverse
kinematics in case of beams of unstable nuclei, low-momentum
transfer measurements turn out to be an exclusive domain of stor-
age ring experiments. Here luminosities are superior by orders of
magnitude compared to experiments with external targets.

Within the EXL project the design of a complex detector setup
was investigated with the aim to provide a highly efficient, high-
resolution universal detection system, applicable to a wide class
of nuclear reactions. It is schematically shown in Fig. 12. The appa-
ratus is foreseen to be installed at the internal gas-jet target of the
NESR storage cooler ring. Since a fully-exclusive measurement is
envisaged, the detection system includes: a recoil detector consist-
ing of a Si-strip and Si(Li) detector array for recoiling target-like
reaction products, completed by a scintillator array of high granu-
larity for c-rays and for the total-energy measurement of more
energetic target recoils; a detector in forward direction for fast
ejectiles from the excited projectiles, i.e., for neutrons and light
charged particles; and heavy-ion detectors for the detection of
beam-like reaction products. All detector components will practi-
cally cover the full relevant solid angle and have detection effi-
ciency close to unity. One of the most challenging topics will be
the design and construction of the recoil detector for target like
light ions (see Fig. 12), consisting of arrays of Si-strip and Si(Li)
detectors, which need to fulfil demanding experimental conditions
with respect to resolution, dynamic range, UHV vacuum conditions
of storage rings, etc. For this purpose an intense R&D programme
was already performed [107,109,147–149].

Since the NESR is not a part of the MSV of FAIR, the realisation of
parts of the EXL project in the present ESR is discussed. Therefore, a
transfer line from the CR to the ESR needs to be constructed such
that the beams from the Super-FRS, pre-cooled in the CR, can be-
come available also in the ESR.
4.4.3. ELISe: ELectron Ion Scattering in a Storage ring e-A collider
Electron scattering off nuclei provides a powerful tool for exam-

ining nuclear structure, which allows precision studies of nuclear
properties like charge radii, density distributions, spectroscopic
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factors as well as giant resonances, etc. However, the electron scat-
tering experiments are limited today to stable nuclear targets
[150].

The ELISe project aims at elastic, inelastic and quasifree electron
scattering, which will be possible for the first time for short lived
nuclei [151,152]. It is proposed to construct an electron-ion col-
lider at the NESR by using the intersecting ion and electron storage
rings. For this purpose a small Electron and Antiproton Ring (EAR),
eA collider in Fig. 12, will be built which will store an intense elec-
tron beam (or an antiproton beam, see Section 4.4.4) . The scat-
tered electrons will be analysed with a dedicated electron
spectrometer with high resolution and large solid angle coverage,
while the recoils will be analysed with particle detectors using
the bending section of the NESR as a spectrometer [152–154].
The investigation of charge densities, transition densities, single
particle structure, etc. on nuclei far off stability will complement
the investigations of the EXL project, and allow in many cases for
a more complete and model independent information of the struc-
ture of such nuclei.

Similar to the EXL project, due to the delay in the construction
of NESR, the feasibility to realise the ELISe project at the present
ESR is being investigated. In this case, the ELISe project will also
profit from the CR-ESR transfer line delivering secondary beams
from the Super-FRS to the ESR.
4.4.4. AIC: The Antiproton-Ion-Collider at FAIR
One of the main capabilities of FAIR is the availability of intense

antiproton beams in a wide range of energies. Within the AIC pro-
ject, it is proposed to explore collisions of antiproton beams with
beams of exotic nuclei, in order to measure simultaneously neu-
tron and proton distributions [155–157]. Here, a modified EAR ring
(see Section 4.4.3) can be used to store 30 MeV antiprotons. The
antiprotons are brought into head-on collisions with relativistic
exotic nuclei stored in the NESR at energies of up to 740 MeV/u.
An antiproton can annihilate on a proton or a neutron of the stud-
ied nucleus. This leads to different reaction-product nuclei which
can unambiguously be identified after the reaction with Schottky
spectrometry or particle detectors after the bending section of
the NESR. Thus, an independent measurement of proton and neu-
tron radii within the same experiment is possible.
The AIC project requires the RESR, NESR and EAR rings as well as
the possibility to bring antiproton beams into the EAR. This compli-
cates the transfer of the AIC project to the ESR for the time until the
construction of NESR is completed, though various possibilities are
presently being studied taking into account that the transport of
antiprotons would be possible with the CR-ESR transfer line.
4.4.5. SPARC: The Stored Particle Atomic Research Collaboration at
FAIR

The SPARC collaboration aims to exploit the multitude of new
and challenging opportunities for atomic physics research at FAIR
[158]. Relevant for this review, is the planned application of the
atomic physics techniques to determine properties of stable and
unstable nuclei. Thus, the measurements of isotopic shifts by
employing laser spectroscopy or dielectronic recombination stud-
ies (see Section 3.4) will allow the determination of nuclear mag-
netic moments, spins and radii. Furthermore, it was recently
proposed to address these properties in a complementary way by
measuring the degree of linear polarisation of emitted X-rays in
highly-charged ions [159].

The SPARC research programme was focused on the NESR,
whose design was correspondingly optimised. The development
of the required instrumentation and a significant part of the envi-
sioned experiments are feasible in the present ESR, especially after
the CRYRING will be constructed behind the ESR [31], and at the
HESR [32]. In the latter case, due to the Doppler effect the laser
spectroscopy studies will profit from the high kinetic energies by
addressing transitions that are inaccessible otherwise.
4.5. High Intensity Heavy Ion Accelerator Facility

The concept for a new-generation heavy-ion accelerator facility
in China, High Intensity Heavy Ion Accelerator Facility (HIAF), is
being prepared at the IMP.

For the driver machine of this national user facility it is pro-
posed to use a powerful superconducting linac, which shall be able
to accelerate intense beams of all elements from protons to Ura-
nium. The design of the HIAF is not finalised yet. However, it is
envisioned to have a complex of several storage rings which are
considered for a broad multidisciplinary research, like nuclear
structure, astrophysics, atomic-, plasma-, accelerator-, and
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neutrino-physics, as well as investigations of fundamental symme-
tries and interactions, etc. It is emphasised, that a dedicated stor-
age ring for isochronous mass measurements of shortest lived
nuclides is envisioned.
5. Conclusions

The commissioning of the ESR in 1990 and the first exciting re-
sults at this facility resulted in a number of storage ring projects
which were proposed worldwide. Examples of such ion-storage
rings are for instance the HISTRAP project at ORNL in Oak Ridge
[160], the K4–K10 storage ring complex at JINR in Dubna [161], a
2-Tm storage ring based on an ISOL-type facility at LBL in Berkeley
[162], and the MUSES storage ring complex at RIKEN in Saitama
[163]. However, only the storage ring facility CSRe in Lanzhou
was taken into operation in 2007 [40].

In the last two decades, ion storage-cooler rings, fed by highly-
charged radioactive nuclei, have been proven as excellent tools to
study the ground state properties, such as masses and b-lifetimes,
of these exotic nuclei. The dreams to conduct nuclear reactions in a
storage ring were around ever since the ESR was taken into opera-
tion [164–166]. The advantages of such studies are the inverse
reaction kinematics, the brilliant quality of the cooled beams and
the unique possibility to re-use many times the rare nuclear spe-
cies for reactions with windowless thin internal targets. Now, the
first reaction experiments were successfully conducted in the ESR.

This all led to an increased interest in in-ring experiments
addressing nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics questions,
which is indicated by a number of new storage ring projects that
were launched worldwide. These projects comprise facilities for
storing beams at energies of 10 MeV/u and below (the storage ring
project at HIE-ISOLDE and CRYRING at the ESR), at intermediate
energies of a few hundreds of MeV/u (the CR, the RESR, the HESR
and the RI-RING) and at high energies reaching 5 GeV/u and higher
(the HESR and the high energy rings within the HIAF project in Chi-
na). The highly-complementary physics programmes envisioned at
these rings aim at exploiting the unique capabilities of the corre-
sponding radioactive beam facilities and will undoubtedly provide
new breathtaking results already in the near future.
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